THE NAVAJO NATION
Department of Personnel Management
JOB VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

REQUISITION NO: DNR05224714
DATE POSTED: 08/29/22
POSITION NO: 202909
CLOSING DATE: 09/23/2022 by 5PM
POSITION TITLE: Senior Equipment Mechanic (2 Positions)

DEPARTMENT NAME / WORKSITE: Division of Natural Resources/Department of Water Resources - Shop - Fort Defiance, AZ

WORK DAYS: Monday-Friday
WORK HOURS: 8:00 am-5:00 pm

REGULAR FULL TIME: ☑
PART TIME: ☐
NO. OF HRS./WK.: __________
GRADE/STEP: BQ62A

SENSITIVE ☐
SEASONAL: ☐
DURATION : ☐
NON-SENSITIVE ☑
TEMPORARY: ☐

$38,836.80 PER ANNUM
$18.60 PER HOUR

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Under general supervision in performing overhauling and rebuild major components and systems on semi-trucks, different heavy equipment; determines cause of mechanical problems; rebuilding and repairing all types of engines with major mechanical breakdown; trouble shoots and locates defect; use of wide range of diagnostic and testing equipment; completes repair in accordance with manufacture specifications. Rebuilds transmissions, drivelines; maintains and repairs air brake systems; inspects and repairs air conditionin systems; use of mechaical and electrical diagrams to determine most effective ways of repairing heavy equipment or diesel systems. Work involves traveling and staying at remote locations, driving in adverse weather condition; carrying/moving parts and supplies weighing up to 50 lbs and exposure to potentially hazardous chemicals and solvents.

Minimum Qualifications:
A High School Diploma or GED; five years of experience in diagnosing repairs, overhauling and service of heavy equipment.

Special Requirements:
Possess a Commercial Drivers License and Navajo Nation Permit within 90 days of hire.

<<A favorable background investigation>>

(To receive full credit for education, certification, or licensure, transcripts, copies of degrees, certificates, and other appropriate documents must be submitted along with employment application.)

Special Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
Knowledge of repair and preventative maintenance of diesel and heavy construction equipment; technical electronic and computerized automotive diagnostic equipment to maintain and repair equipment, occupational safety and health; regulations, rules and guidelines related to chemicals, solvents and refrigerants utilized in maintenance and repair. Skills in ensuring safe repair, maintenance and inspection of commercial fleets; utilizing computer software to enter an retrieve work order, records, logs and internet access to research technical repair issues and parts. Establishing and maintaining a good working relationship with co-workers and other; maintain daily maintenance and repair schedule, service requests, and coordinate work assignment on a daily basis.

THE NAVAJO NATION GIVES PREFERENCE TO ELIGIBLE AND QUALIFIED APPLICANTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NAVAJO PREFERENCE IN EMPLOYMENT ACT AND VETERANS' PREFERENCE.
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